Learn, Influence, Lead

BuildingEnergy Boston is a conference designed by and for practitioners in the fields of high-performance building and design, energy efficiency, and renewable energy. It brings more than 1,000 industry leaders and emerging professionals together to learn from and share ideas with each other. Sessions are curated by a volunteer NESEA-Member content committee to ensure that conference sessions are genuinely useful to attendees.

The 2021 conference will be held virtually, Wednesday-Friday, May 5-7. Wednesday will feature a Methods & Materials Showcase with live product demonstrations, networking events, and a keynote presentation. Thursday and Friday will feature accredited conference sessions that offer best practices and lessons learned, case studies and proven data, technical how-to’s, emerging technologies, and innovative policies and programs.

In honor of the inquisitive learner in all of us, Getting at WHY is the theme of BuildingEnergy Boston 2021. We believe that focusing on WHY will empower building professionals with key insights to successfully approach and navigate challenges in their own work. Conference sessions will share what knowledge/experience/resources practitioners brought to the table and a commitment to getting at WHY they chose a certain path or course of action. Presenters will share their approach to a given challenge, in addition to what the data show, what they learned, and, our favorite, what they would never do again.

Who Attends

BuildingEnergy Boston is an interdisciplinary conference that brings together leaders and emerging professionals committed to developing a more sustainable, healthy, and resilient built environment. Attendees represent dozens of industries including architecture, engineering, building, design, consulting, policy, finance, auditing, installation, construction, and education.

If you are interested in transforming our built environment, this conference is for you!